REDUCING THE RISKS OF DEBRIS FLOW DANGER

If such areas must be used, you should consult with a
geotechnical engineer, a hydrologist, and an engineering
geologist. In some locations, walls or other structures can
deflect a debris flow from a structure – but they must be
professionally engineered and constructed, and they
must be regularly maintained to remain effective.

POST-FIRE HAZARDS: DEBRIS FLOWS
THESE TIPS COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE!

Watch out for these warning signs:
§
§
§
§
§

Cracks in the snow, ice, soil, or rock
Bulges at the base of a slope
Holes or bare spots on hillsides
Trees that tilt to one side
Increased muddiness in a stream

Be especially alert to these before and during rainstorms.
Listen for rumbling or other unusual noises that could indicate
shifting soil or rock, breaking trees, or moving structures.
In Washington a statewide landslide hazard project by the
USGS maps all state and privately owned timber lands for
landslide hazards. The maps are
available to the public for free via
web download:
on.doi.gov/1s0JXhD
Provided by the Okanogan-Wenatchee
National Forest 2014 BAER team and the
Colorado Geological Survey. Illustration
courtesy of CGS and Larry Scott.

In the West, almost 200 people
have been killed by debris flows.
Most victims were sleeping in
lower-floor bedrooms adjacent to
drainages or steep slopes.
Pay attention to heavy rainstorms. It takes only ten minutes of
heavy rain to cause flash flooding and mudslides. Rainfall of ¼
inch in a half hour can trigger debris flows.

SAFETY TIPS:
MONITOR FLOOD WARNINGS, and don’t sleep in a lower-floor
room on the side of a house facing a drainage or steep slope. Be
ready to leave quickly for a safe location. It takes time for
burned slopes to recover from a wildfire, and the hazard can
persist for several years.
A sudden debris flow moving down a rain-soaked slope or gully
is a hazard to human life and property. Most debris flows are
localized; they occur in small gullies and threaten buildings,
people, and property in their path. Bare slopes denuded by
wildfires, though, are especially susceptible to debris flows
triggered by rainstorms – and they often occur with no warning
where they’ve never been seen before.

In a burned area after a wildfire, even a short intense rainstorm
can trigger a debris flow Because the vegetation has been
burned off, hillside soil, rock, or other landslide material
becomes rapidly saturated and flows into a channel. A debris
flow can be triggered by heavy rain, rapid snowmelt, or high
levels of groundwater. Debris flows and flooding also occur
when rains on slopes cause heavy erosion and channel scour.

WHAT CAUSES DEBRIS FLOWS?

The most common trigger is the combination of rainfall, steep
slopes, and loose bare soil. Though relatively stable when dry,
steep slopes can produce debris flows without warning. Even a
broken water pipe or re-routed runoff concentrated by roads or
roofs can trigger a debris flow.

Bare slopes burned by wildfires are at risk
of debris flows triggered by rainstorms,
and they often occur with no warning.
WHERE DO DEBRIS FLOWS OCCUR ?

This map of the Mills Canyon Fire area displays potential volume of debris flow in cubic
meters. An interactive version of the map is online at on.doi.gov/1qrlYG4

WHAT ARE DEBRIS FLOWS?

Often called mudslides, mud flows, or debris avalanches, debris
flows are shallow water-saturated landslides that travel rapidly
downslope. The flowing mud slurry carries trees, rocks, and
other debris as it pours down the slope.

Common in mountainous areas, debris flows can start on slopes
as gentle as 15 degrees. More dangerous and faster-moving
flows tend to develop on steeper slopes. About two-thirds of all
debris flows begin in a hollow or trough at the head of a small
drainage. A debris flow will often begin on a hillside and flow
quickly downslope, burying or uprooting anything in its path.
Just like flowing water, a debris flow tends to follow a stream
course and then spread out on an alluvial fan when it reaches a
flatter area.

HOW DO I AVOID OR REDUCE THE HAZARD?

First, assume that any drainage in a steep or mountainous area
can carry a debris flow, particularly in loose and sandy soils.
Avoid any home or building site at the bottom of a steep ravine,
at the mouth of a drainage, or on an alluvial fan. The outer
“bank” of a bend in a ravine can be hazardous, because a debris
flow can top over the bank where the ravine bends.

